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Building Blocks for Business



INTRODUCTION

At BizHelm, Building Blocks for Business is the mantra we 
call on when approaching our client’s needs. These blocks 
may seem small at the start, but from small beginning come 
great things. 

When in business, needs or problems occur. BizHelm, with 
it’s diverse team and decades of experience is well equipped 
to handle most Marketing, Technology or Managed Services 
need you might encounter. 

We also realize that no one size fits all approach works from 
one project to the next, which is why we make completely 
customized solutions for your specific needs. The results  are 
integrations and deliverables that provide maximum benefit 
and save you time and money.

Now that you know a little about BizHelm, scroll through 
the following pages and see some of the successful projects 
that accompany our customized client approach.



TABLE OF CONTENTS

Click any of the headings below to advance to that section 
and to see examples of our work in that area of expertise.

Also, click the home icon in the upper right hand corner to 
be brought back to this page or the forward or backward 
buttons to change pages.



BRANDING AND LOGO DESIGN

Every stellar brand has to have a great logo and this is the 
perfect place to start when defining your brand. Whether 
it’s a new business or a brand with decades of equity in the 
marketplace,  branding and re-branding should only be trusted 
to those with a superior creative eye, unmatched attention 
to detail and decades of experience in this field. BizHelm’s 
Creative and Marketing Department into this category.

The proceeding pages show just a few examples of our 
branding work and the trust that these brands had in our 
people and our processes.



STEEL RAIL HALF 
MARATHON

Logo

Original artwork 
developed to update 
the existing logo where 
a train was used. This 
icon adds speed and 
movement for this 
athletic event.

Previous Logo:



FLASH POWDER 
PHOTO

Logo

Original artwork 
utilizing the universal 
icon of the flash on a 
camera and adding 
in an additional “arm” 
to subtly make an 
“F” while evoking 
movement and 
speed for this sports 
photography company.



PHOTOGRAPHY

Good photography can tell a story without one accompanying 
word. In a world where content is king and pictures are, well, 
also king, quality photography is needed more than ever.

Having art directed photo shoots for years, BizHelm’s Creative 
Team brings high caliber expertise to this very important 
part of your brand. Whether it’s product photography on 
a simple background, to action or lifestyle shots of models 
representing your brands, there is no challenge we haven’t 
faced and succeeded at.



FOOTJOY

Product Photography

Shoes

Modern vs. Traditional

Work produced while working for Acushnet Company.



FOOTJOY

Lifestyle Photography

Apparel

This shoot was to 
showcase new women’s 
tops and shoes in an 
on-course atmosphere.

Work produced while working for Acushnet Company.



ADS

From digital publications to printed ads, developing thought 
provoking and arresting work campaigns is one of our 
passions. In a world where your customers are constantly hit 
with advertisements, news and distractions, it is ... to make 
sure you have a message that can break through the noise. 

From concept, to storyboarding, asset development,  
ad layout to final artwork delivery to the publication or 
audience, there is no step in this process we cannot fully exceed 
your expectations.



FOOTJOY

The Hottest Shoe  
on Tour

Pro/SL Spread

Option 1: 
Shows Adam Scott as 
the player becoming 
one with the product. 
Easily replicated across 
other shoe categories 
and players.

Option 2: 
Visual word play 
with “The Shoe” and 
“Hottest on Tour” and 
reading as “The Hottest 
Shoe on Tour”.

THE 
HOTTEST 
SHOE  
ON  
TOUR 

“THE BEST  
TRACTION 

OF ANY  
OTHER 

SHOE I’VE 
WORN.”

THE ALL NEW

— ADAM SCOTT

WORN BY MORE  
TOUR PLAYERS  
THAN ANY OTHER SHOE.

THE  HOTTEST 
SHOE  ON TOUR 

THE ALL NEW

— ADAM SCOTT

WORN BY MORE  
TOUR PLAYERS  

THAN ANY OTHER SHOE.

“THE BEST TRACTION  
           OF ANY SHOE I’VE WORN.”

Work produced while working for Acushnet Company.



FOOTJOY

Performance  
Golf Apparel

Apparel

Photoshopped a swing 
sequence to show the 
comfort and flexibility 
of the new FJ shorts.

Work produced while working for Acushnet Company.



CATALOGS

Product catalog sometimes seems like something from days 
of old. In reality, when done properly, catalogs can make your 
brand standout from the others who wrongfully see a catalog 
as out dated or unnecessary. 

The time put into a catalog can certainly rack up the hours but 
at the same time, the functions of the catalog process benefit 
several other needs. Concepts, photos, layouts developed for 
a catalog can help dictate  the paths of other and this forward 
thinking is an advantage that we bring to each catalog process.

From art direction, photography, layout, editing process, press 
checks and fulfillment, we are as well versed as any other in 
this space.



FOOTJOY

Spring/Summer 2018 
Catalog

Shoe Section Sampling

Utilized diagonal lines 
to move the viewer 
through the pages while 
adding action and a 
place to break images 
in an unconventional 
way.

2018Spring/Summer

The ultimate performance
golf shoe
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SIZE CHART C

WHITE+WHITE CROC / SIZE CHART B / AVAIL: A/O

53673

WHITE+Bomber Taupe / SIZE CHART A / AVAIL: A/O

53699

BLACK+BLACK CROC / SIZE CHART B / AVAIL: A/O

53678

WHITE+BLACK CROC / SIZE CHART B / AVAIL: A/O

53610

+ ChromoSkin™ leather by Pittards®

+ Midsole and outsole designed to provide  
a durable, stable hitting platform

+ Excellent midfoot support
+ Fast Twist Cleat System 

FEATURES

A Perfect Blend Of Traditional  
Styling And Performance

ZACH JOHNSON Patton Kizzire

+ FlexGrid 3.0 BioMorph Technology
+ Heel O.P.S.– Optimized Performance 

Stabilizer
+ FTF 2.0 – Delivers supercharged 

cushioning
+ N.E.O.– Next Evolutionary Outsole
+ Tornado™ Cleats by Softspikes –  

Fast Twist System 

FEATURES

Ultimate Athletic  
Performance

Laser plus LAST

SILVER / SIZE CHART A / AVAIL: A/O

51036

BLACK / SIZE CHART B / AVAIL: A/O

51035

CLEATED

WHITE+Black / SIZE CHART C / AVAIL: A/O

51067
NEW

VISIT MYJOYS.COM

SRP $210.00   SRP $190.00 

Work produced while working for Acushnet Company.



FOOTJOY

Spring/Summer 2018 
Catalog

Glove Section Sampling
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OF product

innovation & 

Pure Touch® Limited
Experience Pure Feel
StaSof®

Advanced Performance Feel
ProFLX™  
Performance, Breathability, 
Flexibility
FJ Spectrum™  
The Color of Comfort

PREMIUM / PERFORMANCE

Contour FLX™
Soft Feel and Comfortable Fit
WeatherSof® &  
WeatherSof 2 Pack 
Comfort and Durability
FJ Custom
Premium Cabretta Leather

CORE

RainGrip®

Unmatched Grip in Wet Weather
WinterSof®

Cool Weather Performance

SPECIALTY CORE

More tour Pros
Choose 

Than all Other
Brands combined

over 35 years of  
product experience,  
innovation & Leadership

44 45

Experience Pure Feel #1 Glove on Tour

Justin thomas Adam Scott

Proprietary handcrafted, select, 
premium Cabretta leather

Precision, tailored fit

Proprietary Angled ComforTab™ 
Closure

ComfortBinding™

Tailored, elastic wristband
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E

FEATURES

Taction2™ Advanced Performance 
Leather® for tour-proven feel and 
maximum grip

Breathable, PowerNet™ mesh insert

Proprietary ComforTab™ Closure

Precision, tailored fit

Extended Taction2 APL™ leather cuff
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PEARL/BLACK

A

BLACKPEARL/ WHITE

* 3 pearl / black, 3 pearl / white

DESCRIPTION COLOR QTY S M ML L XL XXL XXXL

66740 regular left pearl* 1/2 DZ + + + + + + +

66741 cadet left pearl* 1/2 DZ + + + + + +

66742 regular right pearl* 1/2 DZ + + + + +

66746 regular right pk pearl DZ 1 2 3 4 2

66743 regular left black 1/2 DZ + + + + +

66744 cadet left black 1/2 DZ + + + + +

MEN’S STASOF GLOVES

A

B

B

C

D

E

DESCRIPTION COLOR QTY S M ML L XL XXL

64013 regular left pearl 1/4 DZ + + + + + +

64039 cadet left pearl 1/4 DZ + + + + +

64040 regular right pearl 1/4 DZ + + + + +

MEN’S PURE TOUCH LIMITED GLOVES

A

Work produced while working for Acushnet Company.



PRODUCT PACKAGING

Product packaging, sometimes called the silent salesman, 
must speak to your customer and convey your message in 
seconds when you aren’t there to speak for your product. 
These messages aren’t always literal, but often need  
to evoke emotion, again in a short time frame. 

Materials, images, finishes and colors are just some of the 
several characteristics accounted for when we work on  
packaging projects. With proven skills in packaging design, 
we are sure we can handle any packaging needs. 



TITLIEST PACKAGING

Golf ball packaging 
with graphic elements 
that wrap from one 
panel to the next, then 
into the box and onto 
the sleeves to form a 
continuous chrome 
element and visual 
effect.

Work produced while working for Acushnet Company.



TOUR-S SEEDING 
BOX

This box was sent to 
tour players and key 
influencers to introduce 
them to and deliver 
a new pair of Tour-S 
shoes. The box mimics 
one of the stability pods 
on the shoe. The inside 
of the box displays the 
shoes so the outsole 
and the side of the shoe 
are visible. 

This box has two 
patents.

Work produced while working for Acushnet Company.



WEBSITES

Every business needs a website to inform and reach it’s 
customers. Just having a website doesn’t check this box, 
though. Your site needs to reflect your business, it’s products 
or services and the customers you are aiming to attract. 
Websites should also be updated frequently to ensure your 
customers know you take your website seriously and intern 
them seriously.

We have the experience to take that old and outdated site 
(or non-existing site) and turn it into a place you are happy 
to direct your customers. With numerous websites built and 
maintained by BizHelm, we have a plan that will fit your needs. 



WEBSITE

Pearlie Mae’s Cafe

A made-to-order cafe, 
Pearlie Mae’s takes 
pride in what they serve 
their customers and 
we wanted their site 
to scream a fresh and 
home cooked message.

This site touts weekly 
specials that push 
to their social media 
platforms along with 
an email campaign that 
does the same.



WEBSITE

Roxbury Tenants  
of Harvard 

The home page mockup 
to the right is just the 
start of how your new 
site could start to look. 

Click this link to see 
more of the home page 
design.

https://roxburytoh.squarespace.com
https://roxburytoh.squarespace.com
https://roxburytoh.squarespace.com


OUR UNFAIR ADVANTAGE

Our powerful agency is led by a three person team that brings  
a diverse and accomplished professional history. Few agencies 
can boast this type of experience coupled with the dedication 
and client-centered detailed approach that we deliver.  
Deploying a cost effective team rather than filling positions 
traditionally or reaching out to several different agencies to 
complete individual tasks maximizes efficiency and ensures 
continuity in a cohesive approach to addressing your short  
term needs and big picture long term goals. Financially, not 
having us on the payroll results in a significant operating cost 
savings for your business.

We’re passionate about helping businesses and organizations  
compete and thrive in an increasingly challenging and  
dynamic environment. 

Our individualized services and products let you focus on other 
parts of your business or organization that need attending to 
– while we work behind the scenes to keep our customized, 
client centered solutions running smoothly for you.



OUR EXPERIENCE AND EXPERTISE

EXPERTISE RATING
POINT OF SALES SYSTEMS

PAYMENT PROCESSING SYSTEMS

SMALL BUSINESS CONSULTING

ADVERTISING & MARKETING

PRINT, WEB & SOCIAL CREATIVE

ART DIRECTION & PHOTOGRAPHY

AUTOMATED WORKFLOWS

QUICKBOOKS INTEGRATION

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

EXPERIENCE
ANDREW LANGLOIS – FOUNDER/
PRINCIPAL – BIZHELM, INC. 
SHREWSBURY, MA  2011-PRESENT  
Providing sales and service of cloud 
based POS systems, payment processing 
systems, business consulting, marketing 
services, and other related small business 
solutions. Lead scores of small businesses 
to implement, leverage and understand 
the benefits of cloud based products and 
solutions to become more nimble, efficient 
and profitable.

VICE PRESIDENT, BISCO – BOSTON 
IRRIGATION SUPPLY CO., INC.   
DEDHAM, MA  2009-2013
Primarily responsible for overseeing the 
golf (sales and service) and IT areas of the 
business. Interacted with three other VP’s 
to manage all aspects of the business for 
owners who were transitioning out of the 
daily operations of the company. 

STEPHEN CRANSHAW – CREATIVE 
DIRECTOR – BIZHELM, INC. 
SHREWSBURY, MA  2014-PRESENT
Providing creative, marketing and technology 
solutions for clients of all sizes. This includes 
branding, websites, email marketing, social 
media campaigns, printed materials and any 
other creative solutions needed to give our 
clients a competitive edge in an informed, 
consumer-centric market.

SENIOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER – 
ACUSHNET COMPANY  
TITLEIST & FOOTJOY, FAIRHAVEN, MA  
2010-2018
Duties included ad concepts, layout and 
implementation – art directing, designing, 
layout and printing of catalogs – trade show 
booth design and printed graphics – point 
of sale 3D design and graphic applications – 
website imagery art direction and facilitation 
– packaging design and artwork.

DOUG NOONAN – DATA SPECIALIST – 
BIZHELM, INC.  
SHREWSBURY, MA  2014-PRESENT
Client customized system and inventory 
management, Quickbooks integration and 
automated workflows are just a few of the 
back-office systems skills utilized for our 
customers.

PARTS PURCHASING MANAGER – 
NORFOLK POWER EQUIPMENT   
2015 - 2018
Handles the parts purchasing, dealing with 
over 100 vendors, including assisting the 
other 2 branches with purchasing. Maintains 
current parts pricing in the database by 
obtaining price files from the vendors 
and formatting them to be uploaded. 
Helps the Sales, Service and Receiving 
departments with questions pertaining 
to, parts, accessories, pricing, availability, 
order status and parts lookup.



IN SUMMARY

With every business, no matter the size, there are needs and 
a to-do list. At BizHelm we welcome each client and each 
project with a customized approach to meet your needs while 
exceeding expectations.

Our Building Blocks for Business mantra is what we use to 
build our business and we feel this tactical, upward approach 
is the best way to see results and to buck the status quo that 
sometimes occurs in business. 

We welcome you to add your name to the list of over  
70 business that trust BizHelm as a partner in their success.

http://www.bizhelm.com
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